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Times have changed radically and past debate Times have changed radically and past debate 
about openness is a very different debate about openness is a very different debate 
today today 



Open Cloud PlatformOpen Cloud Platform
Our viewOur view



““Today marks a turning point for Microsoft and the Today marks a turning point for Microsoft and the 
development community. We have introduced a game development community. We have introduced a game 
changing set of technologies that will bring new changing set of technologies that will bring new 
opportunities to web developers and business opportunities to web developers and business 
developers alike. developers alike. The Azure The Azure TMTM Services Platform,  Services Platform, 
built from the ground up to be consistent with built from the ground up to be consistent with 
Microsoft’s commitment to openness and Microsoft’s commitment to openness and 
interoperability promises to transform the way interoperability promises to transform the way 
businesses operate and how consumers access their businesses operate and how consumers access their 
information and experience the webinformation and experience the web.. Most  Most 
importantly, it gives our customers the power to importantly, it gives our customers the power to 
deploy applications in cloud-based internet services, or deploy applications in cloud-based internet services, or 
through on-premises servers, or combine them in a through on-premises servers, or combine them in a 
way that makes the most sense for the needs of their way that makes the most sense for the needs of their 
business.”   business.”   
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““I am so pleased at the progress that has been made I am so pleased at the progress that has been made 
in the field of interoperability. I think Microsoft has in the field of interoperability. I think Microsoft has 
been on a journey itself. It is doing things on been on a journey itself. It is doing things on 
interoperability that were unimaginable just a few interoperability that were unimaginable just a few 
years ago. Microsoft itself now stresses the benefits of years ago. Microsoft itself now stresses the benefits of 
such greater openness.”  such greater openness.”  

Nellie KroesNellie Kroes
European CommissionerEuropean Commissioner
15 October 200915 October 2009



Azure & InteroperabilityAzure & Interoperability



 OSS/Linux running in virtualised data centres OSS/Linux running in virtualised data centres 
running on Windows Azurerunning on Windows Azure

 The Simple API project for the CloudThe Simple API project for the Cloud
 Enabling choice of cloud hosterEnabling choice of cloud hoster
 The Eye on Earth ProjectThe Eye on Earth Project
 The Open Cloud Standards IncubatorThe Open Cloud Standards Incubator
 Interoperability Executive CouncilInteroperability Executive Council

ExamplesExamples



 An ‘open’ cloud is essential to realizing it’s full An ‘open’ cloud is essential to realizing it’s full 
potentialpotential

 Customer demand pivotal to how this area Customer demand pivotal to how this area 
evolvesevolves

 Limitation on openness: ‘normal’ business Limitation on openness: ‘normal’ business 
decisions seeking to maximize ROI?  decisions seeking to maximize ROI?  

 Cloud openness is not magic, it’s hard work!   Cloud openness is not magic, it’s hard work!   
 Can we expect government regulation?Can we expect government regulation?

FutureFuture



Thank you for your patience Thank you for your patience 


